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Get Your
Typhoid Shot
Today!

Hour
Extended To
Seven O'Clock
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One of Two Plays
·Chosen For State
Dramatic Contest

,J

A full house of spectators attended the one-act presentations
of the high school dramatic club
Friday night when "The Perfect
Gentleman" was chosen over
"Sparkin' " to be entered in the
state dramatic contest in Fayetteville next Thursday, Friday and
Saturday.
Tommy P ickard will be entered
in the radio speaking contest.
Edna Hodge, college senior from
Oklahoma City, directed the winning play while Edith Reaves,
freshman from Matthews, Mo., directed "Sparkin' ".
Bet ween dramatic presentations,
a musical program was given by
the high school chorus, men's
quartet and-girls' sextet. Claude
Lewis, college junior from Denver,
Col., directs t he chorus and quartet and Aloah Crim, sophomore _
from Shoals, Ind., directs the sextet.
"The Perfect Gentleman", by
Anna Best Joder, was given by the
following cast: Robert Ames,
Wayland Wilkerson; Mrs. Ames,
Billie Beth Hill; Margaret Ames,
Jo Ann Pickens ; Alicia Ames,
Barbara Meek; and Mr. Crawford,
Emil Menes.
The quart et gave two selections,
"How ~an I Leave Thee" , a
Thur ingian folksong, and "There's
Music in the Air", by George
Root. Warren Martin, Bill Cox,
Don Wilkerson and Clifford Payne
compose the' ensemble.
The girls' sextet sang "Little
Sir Echo" and "Variation of
Chopsticks". This group is composed of Shirley Duffie, Oneta
Dorris, Lloydene Sanderson, Pattie Mattox, Anita Showers and
Martha Sue Blackwood.
Chorus numbers were "Tramping" arranged by William Henry
Smith and "Waterboy", arranged
by Gladys Pitcher. "Climbin' Up
the Mountain Children" was given
as an encore.
"Sparkin' ", by E. P. Conkle,
was given by a cast of Geneva
Meurer as Grant Painsberry,
Lorene Nichols as Susan Hanna,
Oneta Dorris as Lessis Hanna, and
Warren Martin as Orzy Sparks.
Grover Meurer and Alfred Turman, president of the dramatic
club, served as stage managers.
Eddie Martin and Don Wilkerson
were in charge of tickets. Ushers
were Larry Massey and Barbara
Van Hooser.
Dr. J. W. Sears, Dr. Kern Sears,
and Dr. E. R. Stapleton served
as judges to select the winning
play.

Miller Entertains
Academy Students
With Magic Show
A campaign among non-business
owning parents in Searcy by Academy students for their share
in the Building Fund Drive, was
climaxed by a special-command
Jule Miller magic performance
last Wednesday afternoon.
During the drive the Academy
students collected s o m e eighty
dollars, mostly. from parents of
these students.
The Miller show was for all students who participated in the fund
raising in Searcy. A number of
the parents were present. Mr. Miller pulled every thing out of the
hat including the traditional live
rabbit, which was presented to
Andy Ritchie.

Ransom's One Act
Will Be Presented
Tonight at 7:30

Typhoid Shots
Vaccinations for typhoid
fever are now available at the
college infirmary, states Esther
Mitchell, R. N., school nurse.
The vacine is furnished by
the State Board' of Health and
is obtained by Dr. Porter Rodgers, local physician. The vaccina tions are taken in a series
of three and should be followed by a booster each year.
"Harding students are urged
to take these shots for their
personal protection," said Miss
Mitchell.

Fund Leaders
Leaders in the Building Campaign Fund Drive remain the
same from last week with the
exception of the faculty group.
Prof. Cliff Ganus is heading the
faculty's list of contributors,
while Lois Benson stays in the
lead for the students, the .Ju
Go Ju's lead the clubs and the
Sophomores head the class list.

-
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GIRLS' GLEE CLUB WILL PRESENT
SPRING CONCERT THURSDAY
John Mason, Guest Soloist,
Jack Webb, Student, Will
Assist The Glee Club

Hodge Relaxes As
Last Pages Mailed

A one act play entitled The
Devil and Daniel Webster will be
The Girls' Glee Club will be prepresented tonight in the auditorA
sigh
of
relief
came
from
Edisented
by their director, Mrs.
ium at 7 :30. An admission of ·
tor Edna Hodge on the momentous Florence Jewell, in the annual
twenty-five cents per couple or
day of April 9 when the last five spring concert in t he auditoriwn
fifteen cents per person will be
pages of the 1947-48 Petit Jean Thursday evening, eight o'clock.
charged.
were
m ailed to th e engraver .
John Mason, tenor, will be guest
The play is directed by. Ed RanThese last pages were of the hon- soloist singing "Like A Dream"
som, sophomore Campus Player
or students, the Alpha Honor So- (from Martha) by F. Von Flotow,
and candidate for Alpha Psi Omecie ty and some baske tball teams. and "The Rose of Tralee", by
ga, national dramatic fraternity.
The yearbooks are expected t o Charles W. Glover. Jack Webb,
The principal characters are
be deliverea some time in the mid- junior and a baritone, will sing
Charles Brooks as the •Devil, Dr.
dle · of May when the dedication "Sweet Little Jesus Boy", by MacJack Wood Sears as Daniel Webster; Jimmy Keown and Elaine
Prof. Clarence R. Haflinger, ceremony will be held and the Gifmsey.
The program will be opened
Wythe as Mr. and Mrs. Jabez head of the Harding College de- books distributed.
Stone.
Jess VanHooser, business man- with a sacred group by the glee
. partment of music, has been hon"The Devil and Daniel Webster" ored by the publishers of the ager, urges all seniors to get in club, "No Blade of Grass Can
concerns Jabez Stone, New Hamp- "Who's Who" series .
. their $5 for the class project of Flourish", and ".Jesu, Joh of
shire
farmer
who
sells
his
soul
to
Lois Lawyer, eighth grader
Recently he was asked to sub- helping with the yearbook ex- Man's Desiring", by Bach, and
"Veni Jesu" (Come, 0 Jesus, Savfrom Harding's training school, t he Devil and is finally saved by mit a biography and career sketch penses.
ior
Mine), by Cherubini-Riegger-.
the
wit
of
Daniel
Webster.
Miss Hodge said, "I expr ess my
will represent White County in
of bimself to be published in the
The play originally an opera, is
S elections from early French,
The Press-Scimitar's Fifth Annual
"International Who's Who," and thanks to all the staff and the
Mid-South Spelling Bee this Fri- an adaptation from the broadway in the "Monthly Supplement." student body for splendid cooper- German and American art song
'production by Stephen St. Vincent
writers will be given including
day at Tech High School, MemHe has received word from the ation in putting out the 1947-48
Benet.
"The Linden Tree" . by Schubert,
phis, Tenn.
publisher that a 157 word biog- Petit Jean."
"Open Thy Blue Eyes", by MasLois will be one of 59 from as
raphy will a ppear in the next issue
sente, "Oh! These Men", arranged
many counties planning to comof each of these publications.
by Teharne, and "Tales from the
pete. The Press-Scimitar, providThese will appear in both AmeriVienna
Woods", by Strauss-Rieging all prizes, will award each
can and foreign libraries. His ·
ger.
county champion coming to Memname
will
also
be
indexed
in
Mrs. Pearl ·Dodd, college dieThe glee club will sing a John
phis, a $25 U. S. Saving Bond. tician, attended the fourth an- "Who's Who in America" since
Jacobs Niles arrangement of
First prize will be the week's free nual convention of the Restaurant the monthly supplement is used
"When Jesus Lived in Galilee"
trip to the National Spelling Bee Association held in Little Rock at as a cross r eference to that volfeaturing
soloist Lynn Hefton and
May 28 in Washington, D. C. Sec- the Robinson Memorial Auditor- ume.
the Training School mixed chorus.
ond prize will be a $100 U. S. ium April 1-2. Roberta Cooper acProfessor Haflinger is a member
Initiation ceremonies will be The Training School chorus is diSavings Bond and third, a $50 U. companied Mrs. Dodd on the trip. of the Music Teachers' National
S. Savings Bond.
Among the many outstanding Association and the Musjc Educa- conducted within the next two rected by Miss Annabel Lee.
"Ear ly One Morning", English
Each participant will take a speakers were Mr. C. A. Frankie tors' Conference. Last year he was weeks by the Eta Omega cast of
party of three of his own choice and Mr. George L. Wenzel, nation- honored by the Harvard Univer- the Alpha Psi Omega, national folk song, "Ho-La-Li", Bavarianfor the "pre-bee" entertainment al authority on restaurant man- sity department of music in being dramatic fraternity, for four can- Luvass , will be given and Evelyn
consisting of a city-wide tour, a agement. Lee Davis, president of invited to attend the symposium didates for membership, according Rhodes will take the solo part
to Dr. Joe Pryor, cast director. for "Little Star",by Marvel Ponce.
movie, and a banquet at 5 :45 p. the ·association, acted as host to on music criticism.
Neva
Jim Chesshir, Ed Ransom,
He
will
att
end
the
Detroit
Conm. at Hotel Peabody.
the convention.
The program will be concluded
Lois, 13, is the youngest of 11
Booths were displayed by the vention of the Music Educator's Al Goldman and Jinuny Keown with "Indian Love Call", by Friml,
are those to be inducted.
National conference this month.
children of Mr. and Mrs. S. A. various food distributors.
and featuring Fung Seen Wong as
Lawyer of Searcy. Like many othMiss Chesshir, sophomore, has soloist, and Don Wilson's arrangeer Harding students, she works on
turned in a large number of back- ment of "Show White Fantasie".
the campus to pay her tuition.
stage hours besides carrying a
The Girls Glee Club is composed
Her particular interests, aside
major role in one three-act pro- of: Margie Alexander, . Barbara
from spelling, are reading, music,
duction, "A Connecticut Yankee Cash, Betty Chesshir, Ge.na Chesin King Arthi,u"s Court" and one shir, Martha Clark, Jane Clem,
and basketball.
one-act, "Pierriot", and scenes Roberta Cohea, Mary Ruth Coop"We are delighted that we are
By Bob Duncan
from Macbeth. She directed the er, Aloah Crim, Dixie Dillard, Jean
allowed to send an entrant," says
one-act "Show Up".
Miss Annabel Lee, principal, "Not
NEWS BULLETIN: Lone Star the steer, a unique lot of bull.
Dodd, Gwen Futrell.
The deed was done. While Iowans
only is this a wonderful opportuni- forces of Betsy Blair have trapped
Ed Ran~om, also a sophomore,
Lynn Hefton, Genevieve Henry,
ty for Lois, but it is stimulati.Jlg a a major contigent of Razorback yawned, Louisianians yelped glee- has appeared in three one-act
Sue Hogg, Edith Johnson, Betty
new interest in spelling among troops led by Colonel J. D. A. on fully, and Brooklynites watched presentations. He has directed
Ross Jones, Libby L!ngston, Marthe other children."
.a cactus plantation jus,t south of with wonder, dissention grew . two one-act plays including "The
gie Lee, Madge McCluggage, MarShocked
Arkansans,
noted
f
o
r
Texarkana. State authorities, beDevil and Daniel Webster" to be ilyn McCluggage, Bula Moudy,
lieving the situation to be hope- their stubbornly stoic patience, presented in the auditorium toJane Neal, LaVera Novak, Bett
less, announce t h a t they will were ruffled to the core. One night. Ed has done an outstanding
Oldham, Virginia Porter.
throw in the towel after a few James D. A., a columnist of the amount of backstage work and
Sarah May Powell, Evelyn
Winchell
Reynolds
set,
dashed
off
hours if nothing new developes.
served as stage manager for "Jan- ·
The Bison teletype operator a rebuttal to the first article. It uary Thaw", recent Campus Play- Rhodes, Jane Sanford, Frances
Smethers, Betty Ulrey, Dorothy
reads the report again, wipes off was equally as bitter as Blair's. er production.
Welsh, Nadine Young, Mary Beth
Ten Harding Training students his bifocals, and decides to lay off In swnmary, the mesage suggestAl Goldman, sophomore, has
were among the winners of the College Club apple juice forever. ed that the other forty-seven pro- carried major roles in three ly- Gordon, Betty Kell, Fung Seen
Children's art projects, sponsored Absently, he watches Guthrie vinces .in this section of North ceum plays, · "Connecticut Yankee Wong, Ruby Nell Gates.
Madge McCluggage, senior from
locally by the Arkansas Division, Dean and Paul Clark snap at each America should jointly consum- in King Arthur's Court'', "JanuAmerican Association of Univer- other over the qu~tion of the mate the transportation of ' Texas ary Thaw", and "The Spy". He has Derby, Kansas is accompanist for
sity Women, Miss Ruth Langford, earth's shape, but the bulletin lies to Siberia. James D. tooted the done backstage work and radio the group.
Harding art director announced before him stark and white. He horn on the opposite end, but no scrip work for dramatic club.
recently.
walls fell this time either.
reads it again.
Al will direct a one-act this
The Harding winners were: Ann
With the Southwest split into
Being an Oklahoman at heart,
term.
Shannon, Donnie Berryhill, first the operator waxes calm at the two armed camps, the neighbors
Jimmy Keown, senior, is carand second grades; Dolores Mas- new manifestation of this tradi- began tearing a t each other's.
rying a major role in tonight's
sey and Perry Mason, Jr., third tional feud between the states of fences.
and fourth grades; Edward Rit- quality and quality. But curious,
Brought up to date, the teletype one-act play "The Devil and Danchie, Burnes Abbott, and Dolores as all good newsmen are, he dab- operator relaxes in his chair and iel Webster''. He played a lead
Mrs. L. C. Sears, Judy Miller,
Meurer, fifth and sixth grades; bles back to discover the begin- ponders the situation as a second part in the three-act "Arsenic and
and Forest Moyer, from Harding,
Old
Lace"
and
the
one-act
'·
'
Time
bulletin is clicked out by the maMiriam Draper, Ronald Jones and ning of this recent rumpus:
Shall Surely Reap" when in school served as judges when the JudPaul Summitt, seventh and eighth
In
epitome published during chine before him.
here
in 1942-43. He was selected sonia High School received first
grades.
the waning days of March, Betty
NEWS
BULLETIN:
Reinforceby
the
dramatics instructor as place in the county play tournaThe purpose of the project was Blair, blonde public relations aments
from
Hot
.
Springs
have
aroutstanding
male actor of the ment Friday night at the Searcy
to extend equal art opportunities gent from the big state, put forth
High School.
rived
to
attempt
a
rescue
of
an
year.
to all the children of Arkansas in her arguments as to why the othencircled
Razorback
army
besieged
Judsonia's comed y was entitled
Jimmy played in a number of
those communities where an er forty-seven provinces should aby
General
Blair's
Lone
Star
divi"For
the Love of Mike". Russell
one-acts
and
did
backstage·
work
established art program is not a bandon this section of North Asions. A heavy brawl is in pros- at George Pepperdine College be- High School t ook second place
part of the school curriculum, merica for Siberia. Besides taking
fore transferring here. He will di- honor s with a dr ama, "Winter
Miss Langford stated.
a few toots on the Texas horn pect.
Sunset".
"This could go on forever," the rect a one-act this term.
All entries were entirely orig- (horn-tooting having earlier been
Neva Jim, Ed and Al have been
The contest was sponsored by
inal. The winning entries will be proved to the editors as a reliable o p e r a t o r philosophizes. After
sent to the Little Rock Museum means of filling column holes), stretching, he rests his head on members of the Campus Players the W hite County Athletic and
of Fine Arts May 1-15 to the she drew a few pictures of life in the teletype and falls asleep. Pres- for two terms, while Jimmy has Contest Association. Mr. A. C.
state exhibition where cash a- the rugged range country and jot- ently he begins to snore, a heal- been an active member for four Webb, president, presented the
winning group with a trophy.
terms.
wards will be given.
ted a few introductory passages to thy, uninhibited Okhlhoma snore.

Lois Lawyer Will
Enter Mid-South
Spelling Contest

Haflinger Listed
In "International
Who's Who" Series

r

..

Mrs. Dodd Attends
Restaurant Meet

Four Are Chosen
For Membership
In Dramatic Frat

Dear Phil, That's What I Like
About The Southwest

Training School
Wins Ten Places
In Art Contest

College Judges
Serve In County
Play Tournament

an

•
PAGE TWO

Encouraging A Good Point

'1' NJ/e44M ~ttd/e

This editorial does not intend to . be didactic. No. Its
St!f:
purpose is to commend where we feel commendation is ,due.
"A Clu'istlaA does not live a
This praise is for almost the entire 'student body, as a group,
burdenless life but he find
pleasure In bearing burdens beand individually. What for? Well, we are thinking of the
cause he realizes that there ls
attitude toward social clubs.
a. purpose in his load and that
There are some twenty-seven social clubs for boys c.nd
he will be rewarded for carrygirls on the campus. This could make for twenty-seven
ing it. Feeling that you are
cliches. . But it doesn't. That's the commendable part.
working with God ls Indescribably pleasant. He who Is preSocial clubs exist p jmarily to promote the social life of
eminently Christian is pre-emitheir members. With the feeling of unity already on 'the
nently happy."
campus, there is no contest for this end. Rather, any club
needing encouragement or help in obtaining its fundi:lffiental
goal can ·expect it from any other club. We have seen this
ethical gesture enacted more than once--especially with the
new ciubs this year.
Rivalry, keen rivalry, among clubs on many campuses stimulates in their members a sense of pride in their organizations,
A featur~ in the Weevil Outlet
and a desire to improve and uphold their club to make it at
states
the opinion of the writer aleast one of the best. Occasionally the competitive atmosbout "snap" courses. "After much
phere is not so good however, and the means of making a club · inquiry and personal experience,
the "best" are not so ethical.
it can be stated for certain," he
If we were to allow too keen a competitive feeling to "in- said, "that regardless of whether
vade our club relations, then this eaitorial couldn't be writ- a p011son ~leeps with his head on
ten. There are lots of weak links in the chain, of course, but books that are opened or closed,
tha.t knowledge simply will not
look around-it looks pretty good, doesn't it? Let's keep it soak in this way."
that way.
--<>-

Editorial One: It's Yours· - Use It
Harding's new library with shelf space for one-hundred
thousand volumes, seating for five hundred students, bindery,
individual study stalls, periodical room, and offices is a dream
come true for Dean Sears who catalogued its first books in
1923. But this dream is still on the drawing board of Engineer Jardine McKerlie,. and the library is still housed in Godden Hall.
In its Godden Hall location the library can be a wonderful
classroom for one seeking knO\yledge, another world to him
who would travel by book, and a new world of entertainment
to the pleasure seeker. The periodical room can be a source
of history in the making with its up-to-date magazines and
newspapers. The reading room is a quiet place for bookish
work, and the ever present reference books provide quick reference to most subjects. To some, who love books for books'
sake, the stacks of books provide much fascination and entertainment.
North Cent\"al Requires Library Use
Among other things which Harding's application to North
Central will be graded on is the library. The association does
not grade on basis of building or equipment, but on the number of books which students and teachers check out. A good
many more books will have to be read by students if Harding
is to come up to requirements.
Library Workers Form Club
Under sponsorship of Miss Annie May Alston, librarian,
the student workers in the library have formed a club dedicated to rendering better service to students using the library.
Among services of this group are attractive wall displays and
other helps to students who need help in finding some book
or reference.
Bison Carries Weekly Reviews
Mary Ruth Scott, Bison columnist, writes reviews of several books for the Bison each week. Miss Scott's work has
been highly commended by Miss Alston, who says that students will find much help in selecting and reading books from
the "Library Speaks" column.
It's yours-use it!
-B.P.

--0-

Alumni Echoes
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Will Love, ex of '46 and a member of the Koinonia club, is now
an aviation cade.t stationed at
Shreveport, Louisiana.
-<>-Tommy Love, ex of '46 and
member of the Koinoriia club, is
now attending Denver University
in Denver, Colorado.

By Guthrie Dean

It is the natural tendency for
humanity to shun things that are
common a n d outmoded. Something new and something different is the cry the world over, espeeially in our country.
Unfortunately this attitude has
been t.aken tow~d the Word of
God. The favorite chant of the rising generation is "We'll have nothing to do with that Bible. It was ·
alright for the Jews and the old
folks but now its's completely out
of date."
This p1lesents a serious threat to
us as Christians_ But let's. not lose
$ight of the fact that it's all our
own fault. And it's up to us to
eradicate such false thinking on
the part of our young people.
Of course we do not think the
world needs a new Gospel, nor do
we believe that the Bible is any
less applicable to us than it .was
to those in the first century; but
possibly we need to change our
approach and methods as the
years pass.
Truly enough the wise man
said "there is no new thing under
the sun," but he didn't say that
it was impossible to change the
way of presenting things. If only
we would believe that the Gospel
is the power of God unto salvation, we would use every method
possible to teacij. it to this generation.
We m~ed new approaches and
not a new Bible. Think of the
many ways Christ ·could be presented. to the people otherthan by
pulpit pl,'eaching. Why not mal<e a
drive to advertise Christ this very
year. The newspaper, radio, telepbone, postman, billboard, relig-

-0-

Herbert Lawrence, graduate of
'47 and member of the Koinonia
club, is now coaching and teaching social sciences at Floyd public
schools in Floyd.
--0--

Mr. and Mrs. Mack Greenway,
graduates of '40 and '41 and members of the T. N. T. and Ko Jo Kai
clubs, now living in Amarillo, Texas, announce the birth of a son,
Roy Mack, on the 9th of April.
-0--

Thelda Healy, graduate of '47
and member of the Ju Go Ju club,
is now teaching in the public
schools of Floyd.

Re-Prints.

-from days gone by•

"THINK ON THESE THINGS .... " II

What's Outmoded?

"Shall I boil the missionary?"
asked the cannibal cook.
"Don't be silly," replied the
chieftan. "That's a friar.''

Official student weekly newspaper published during the regular
school year by the students of Harding College, Searcy, Arkansas.
Entered as second class matter August 18, 1936, at Searcy, Arkansas post office under act of March 3, 1879. Subscription: $1.00 per year.

Paul Clark,
Maury Logue,
Wayne Johnson,
David Broaddus,
Maxine Richesin,

II

"You may depend upon it that
he is a good man whose intimate
friends are all good, and whose
enemies are decidedly bad.'' This
came from The Vision, Montgomery Bible Callege paper.

TH~ON

,.
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December 10, 1935"MRS. J. A. HARDING was
honored by the alumni and exstudent association in the dedication of the girls' dormitory to her,
Thursday, November 28. The
building will be known as PATTIE COBB HALL.''
--<>-October 10, 1939"Enrollment in the college section of Harding for the fall term
totals 371 students. Of this number 122 are FRESHMEN, 68 are
SOPHOMORES, 76 are JUNIORS,
and 45 are SENIORS. Representatives from 23 states are present,
including one from Massachusetts,
a state represented here for the
first time.''
--0-

January 6, 1942"PRESIDENT GE 0 "R G E S.
BENSON was presented a silver
medal in recognition of his efforts toward achieving, national economy, at a nation-wide meeting of. the Tax Foundation in the
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York
City, December 3."

ious press, and various other aids
are awaiting our disposal.
But the main method of teaching is your life. By it you can
prove to the world that Christianity is not out of date and impractical. By it you can prove that
there is real joy and peace in living according to His teachings.
And thus you have refuted the
greatest evil of the time.

By Jimmie Atkinson

~I==~~=~=I [§!==~~=§]=I

A CROSS-SECTION POLL of
the student body has brought reassuring results on the question of
that "new look" which is now getting old. To the question "what do
you think about the N-L," the fol..
lowing people answered in the
manner q,uoted. Singy "Ginger"
--0Kamp: "It makes them look like
they're
wearing a potato sack."
Greatness
Doug "Omar" Reaves: "It makes
Before God's footstool to confess
1
A poor soul knelt and bowed his me want to stay home.' Gwen
Futrell:
"1
don't
like
it
because
head.
Leo
doesn't."
Jirruny
Miller:'
"It
"I failed," he wailed. The Master
makes Kamp stay in front of the
said,
"Thou didst thy best-that is suc- mail boxes longer.'' Jack Harris:
cess."
-Henry .Coyle "They're making rapid improvements in the field of plastics."
--0Jean Chouteau: "It stinks!" MaHUmllity
ble Perry; "They get in :your way.''
"Be ye humble," Christ did say,
Tommy Thompson: "My heart be"And I'll exalt you in that day." longs tc grandma."
--0-

Tb.e glory is not in the task, but
in the doing it for Him.
-Jean Ingelow
'

--0-

Great n ess comes
from God's own nand:
Humility for doing
the Lord's command.
--0-

It is worth while to live!
Be of good cheer;
Love casts out fear:
Rise up, achieve.
-Christina G. Rossetti
--0~

Consecr~tion

For all the sins that cling to thee
Let wide the gates of pardon be;
But hope not thou shalt smuggle
through
The little sin thou clingest to.
-~. Langbridge.

- - Your Library Speaks
---------hY

THE EYE-THE EAR

--0--

ON THE BLACKBOARD in advertising class one morning last
week was listed the seven evils
of humanity. (I don't know who
did it.) They were, in this order
(with appropriate illustrations):
coffee, tea, tobacco, movies, alcohol, gambling, and murder. Someone (not me) added an eighth
menace to humanity - business
majors.
TRUTH IS STRANGER than
fiction dept: A confirmed rumor
is that Joe Albert Webb now attends two chapel exercises - his
own and her own. Well, Blair!!!!

DON ENGLE TELLS ME that
he used to wear glasses, . but has
discarded them. And, in addition,
he can now see in the dark. Says
Engle: "I have illuminated eyeballs-the result of a steady diet
of cabbage and carrots.''
--0-

Ma.ry Ruth S c o t - - - - - - - - - -

SEEN AND HEARD: Charles
Amick loves to pitch horseshoes so
well that one afternoon last week
when it became too dark to see
the stakes, he tied white hankies
to the tops of them. . . . "Peck
of >T he Palace!' attended the annual convention of the Arkansas
Restaurant Association in Little
Rock recently. . . . Mr. Maness
claims that he saw a demonstration of the ultra-modern Radarrange while there. . . . Incidentally, he has a new pie case at the
Palace. . . . The support I received for the Texas dig was most
heartening-reassures my faith in
non-Texans. . . . Dick Smith is
still having trouble with his alarm
clock. Seems that room-dog Roger Hawley came home at 11 :30
and found Richard preparing for a
six a. m. duty assignment. . . .
Lois Benson was overheard yawning'ly saying, "I'm sleepy - think
I'll go to class.''

From a shipment fill a few little bits of time.
THEY WALK IN DARKNESS,
of books that have
been in camp libra- by Philtine is a novel written by
:r i es, these govern- the wife of a well-known psychiament surplus books trist who tells the story of a state
were added to our li- Insane As}:lum: This book has
brary this week The been compared to Lewis' ARROWtotal number of sev- SMITH.
enty books is divided
The strange charm o f India
among the classifications of trav- finds its way into Weston's INel, fiction, biography, and books DIGO, a novel about India, and
concerning the past war.
the story of a friendship.
Around the World
NO'.r IN OUR STARS, by
In the travel baoks we have Green, is the book that won the
Halsey's WITH MALICE MacMillan Award in 1943. It is a
TOWARD NONE, a humorous ac- novel of a single community with
count of the author's impression!' a growing metropolitan dairy farm
of England.
as its setting.
Again about England . . . I
OUR GOAL ••• AN AWARESAW TWO ENGLANDS, by Mor- NESS OF THE OPPORTUNIton, tells of the landmarks that TIES THE LIBRARY AFFORDS
we usually associate with Eng-' OUR GROWTH AS STUDENTS •
land, and even yet in the empire, .• AND PERSONALITIES IN A
Hutchinson's UNKNOWN COUN- FASCINATING WORLD.
TRY gives us a picture of our
neighbor Canada, about whom we
know little.
This America of Ours
Dealing with our country, Klpllnger's WASHINGTON IS LIKE
THAT presents an easy-to-read
account of how our government
FEAR
works. Simon's TmS IS YOUR
Fear is a silent thief,
AMERICA, a compilation of newsStealthily stealing all sense,
paper feature articles about America should prove fascinating
Paralyzing, gripping,
reading.
Sickening in its violence.
The Last War
A few informational books that
In darkening shadows it will lurk
will prove interesting are SUEZ
Waiting for some mortal,
TO SINGAPORE, by, Brown, who
gives the report of the war from
Then, it lunges ....
a reporter's point of view, and
And terror does it work.
THE CURTAIN RISES, by Renolds, who records the experience
THE QUEEN
he had on various war fronts in
1943, and PEOPLE ON OUR
The cat
SIDE, by Snow, who spent quite
With eyes of green
a bit of time in Russia. A large
And claws of steel
portion of his book deals with
Looks down from her lofty perch
these experiences.
And wonders what these earthlings dream.
For Your Lighter Moment
HILLS BEYOND, by T. Wolfe,
These were written by Barbara Cash, a junior from Monis a collection of short stories, for
those who like light reading to roe, Louisiana.

<!t.nrntr •.••
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Russell Black. The club now has
two pledges who will have to
pledge for an .indefinite period.
The pledges are Bill Johns from
Paragould a n d Jack Plununer
from Syracuse, New York.
The idea of forming the organiRuth Benson, older daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. G. S. Benson, was pre zation came to Ethel White and
sented by the Abilene Christian Russell Black with an irrestible WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE
College speech department in her force. Any talk to the contrary of
KIND OF PROFESSOR?
senior recital last night in the par- the above statement may be
Opal Manion: ''Sincere."
lor of the new dormitory there. sidered as subversive and unfoundMartha Clark: "Exceptionally
Ruth, dramatic arts major, trans- ed gossip.
lVIeetings are held every morn- easy - extremely so."
fered from Harding last fall but
Bula Moudy: "Easy ones, that
plans to return to HarcMng for ing at 6:30 beside the cooling unit
in the dining hall where the group get excited."
the graduation exercises.
Bill Morgan: "Those that don't
Ruth presented an original cut- confiscates grapefruit juice while give hard tests."
Mrs.
Dodd's
back
is
turned.
(An
ting from Jane Eyre, by Charlotte
Barbara Cash: "Ones that get
error in the last edition of the BiBronte.
off the subject."
son
stated
that
the
group
made
While here at Harding, Ruth
Ernest Sexton.: "Interesting
was active in the Campus Players away with orange juice.)
ones, especially those that go on
The
treasurer
states
that
at
the
serving as secretary-treasurer her
long trips."
junior year. She was also Business present time membership is open
Lucille Hancock: "Professors
only
to
those
students
who
work
Manager of the Eta Omega cast
that
cover the lesson in 15 minof the Alpha Psi Omega, national in the dining hall at breakfast
utes."
time.
However
membership
may
dramatic fraternity.
Ruby Hanes: "Slow southern
Mrs. Benson left the campus soon be open to all students.
kind."
'
The
club
motto
is:
"Always
be
Saturday for Abilene to attend the
Winnie
Bell:
"One that gives
on the alert," and the club song
recital.
is, "You Are My Moonshine." Club full explanations."
Irene Hall: "Hard ones of
poem, "Show Me the Way to Go
Home" or "Why Did I Drink That course, ' then I have an excuse
when my grades aren't good."
Last Glass of Grapefruit Juice."
Bill Simpson: "Teachers that
Grapefruit juice that has been
spiked with a rusty nail is served
at the beginning of every meeting.

Ruth Benson Gives
Speech Recital In
A. C. C. Monday

?oFTHEWEEK

con-

More News Now
About "Peacocks "
Wanted Or Not '

Perhaps you have noticed the
word "Peacocks" on the barometer above the south door of the
Ad building. Or on the sign above
the dining hall door. These signs
pertain to a new "club", The Royal Order of the Peacocks, U,.at
has invaded the campus. The club
began its indefinite stay in our
midst last Monday, March 29, 5:30
in the morning.
The Club is strictly a secret order, however the officers can be
(and wish to be) revealed. President, Bob Morris; Vice-president,
Ray Speegle; Secretary, Jo Webb
and Treasurer, Russell Black.
Charter members a r e, Ethel
White, Darlene Kimbrough, Jo
Webb, Gerald Kendrick, Ray Speegle,' Dick Smith, Bob Morris and

Harding -

teach."
Helen Stinnett: "Ones that don't
call the roll."
Burl Curtis: "Enthusiastic ones
that keep me interested - or at
least awake."
Ruth Roberson: "Good ones,
light and easy."
Imogene Maynard: "Those that
don't give pop quizzes:"
Tommie G. Billings: "Kind,
kind."
I
Ruth Cummings: "Ones that let
you out of class early."
Mabel Perry: "Good, in ways
and looks."
Eloise Farmer: "I just don't like
professors in general."
Mary Ruth Scott: "Those with
a sense of humor and no sarcasm."
Herman Barkemeyer: "I haven't
given them a thought."
Sue Saunders: "Sincere and interesting."

~I

CENTnAL
BARBER SHOP .

Joyce Rowden: "Ones that have
an interest in me as well a'i in
themselves, like Brother Ritchie."
Jo Nell Flynt: "Those that don't
give too many assignments."
Willis Cheatham: "Tall, dark,
beautiful and unmarried."
Etheiyn McNutt: "Nice phsique
and good personality."
Sybil Bennett: "Dean Sears is
my ideal professor."
Ralph Mansell: "Those that let
you out early from 11:40 classes."
Frances Ransburg: "Teachers
that give all A's and are only
here once or twice a week."
Steve Eckstein: "I'm blank on

wills

PHELPS
SHOE SHOP

PHONE 555

Robbins-Sanford
Mercantile Company

··-·
SP .R ING

SHOES

110 NORTH SPRING

A COMPLETE LINE OF GROCERIES
FRESH VEGETABLES - MEATS
ICE CREAM - COLD DRINKS

Compliments of
WHITE COUNTY
WATER CO.

SEARCY ICE &,COAL
~ COMPANY

Come over and see us. ·

EAST MARKET GROCERY

I·

Complim.e nts of-

We Always Enjoy Having Yoo At-

TELEPHONE 682

Impregnably resist all ills.

that subject."
Norma Forsee: "Hard ones."
Jerrell Daniels: "Those that talk
and talk about anything but the
lesson."
Grace Arimura: "Those that are
good inside and outside of class."
Jane Neal: "Professors that profess/'

LADIES-Hats, Coats, Dresses, ShoesMENS-Hats, Shirts, Suits, ·s hoes-

SOUTHERN AUTO STORES

Patient, resigned and humble

Shoes Repaired While
You Wait
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WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS

The Wilkersons

Nunn-Bush
Jarman
Other Shoes
Moccosins
-

$15.95
$8.95 and up

$6.50 and $7.50
$3.00

THE FINEST IN MEN'S WEAR--

AT -

D & W Men's Store
"Personalized Service"

'
Our Business Is In Creasing
So Why Not Have A
"PRESSING ENGAGEMENT"
With Us Regularly

Wm. WALKER STUDIO
Phone 694
WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS

KEEP FUN GOING
PAUSE 'FOR COKE

HARDING COLLEGE LAUNDRY
-AND-

DRY CLEANERS
I,

·----------------------------------------.-.--------'
,>

REFRESHMENTS

WE APPRECIATE YOUR
BUSINESS

Security Bank
"A Friendly Institution''

at our

FOUNTAIN
Sodas
Malts
Pies
Sandwiches

Sundaes
Juices
Ice Cream
Cokes

HEAD-LEE'S
GOOD DRUG STORES

Walgreen

Rexall

IOTn.ED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF ARKANSAS
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Hornblows~. ... ..by Bill Handy

VIA CAMPUS MAIL

kitchen door!
.
--<>-IN DEFENSE OF BLAIR
Death and Texas will always be
with us though Jimmie A. is a bit
biased in his outlook. Yes, I said

biased!

--0-

Sparkin was true · to life alright and you know very well
what I am speaking of. The main
character is from Arkansas. OK
Jim, I will shut up about it but
take it easy on Sam for it takes a
good man to recognize his mistakes and try to correct them.
--0-

Jake's Place announces the arrival of Kelly Doyle in the opera
"Strawberry" as tl~e main feature
with Norman Starling and the
quartette for after thoughts. The
Imboden Weekly says, "This is the
greatest show of talent for two
bits that has ever made its debut
in our fair city." "Futhermore it is
the greatest display of professional names that we as citizens have
ever had the privilege of sinking
our daily savings into."
--<>-Presented at the WHC country
supper was our dear ed with a one
act specially adapted to the geography of Arkansas in a cketch of
the "Cinderalla of Arkansas".
Epitaph.
FLASH!!

I just returned from seeing the
"Last of the Mochicans". After
that one the end is near.
-0-

After eating on one side of the
dining hall for a long, long time,
one is inclined to find difficulty in
fef:lling at home on the other side.
Faye Murphree tried switching to
the right side once and found herself trying to leave through the

This Peacock Club, whatever it
might be, must have some power
however small. I understand
that another club to combat the
P . C. has been commenced. To
back up the clu_b name, Rooster
Club, each member must crow in
recognition of meeting a fellow
member.
Hal Hougey (member of great
standing) was telling one of the
club jokes the other night to Jo
and Jimmy.
"Know the difference between
Uncle Sam, a rooster a nd a biscuit? Well, Uncle Sam says
'Yankey Doodle' and the rooster
says 'Cocka-Doodle' ."
Jinuny : "Well - where does the
biscuit come in?"
Hal: "Oh, that's for you to bite
on !"
'
It's finally leaked out - what
goes on at those Poetry Forum
meetings! Bah and Fah ! At the
last convention of these unbelievers of rhyming poems, the meeting was opened with toast; butter
(real), jelly and peanu t butter,
caramels, hot chocolate, and followed with such as:
Bruce: "When is a door n ot a
door?"
Dr. Kern: "I'll bite. When?"
Bruce: "When it's a-jar!"
Followed with:
Jo: "Have you heard the one
about the legs?"
Dr. Kern: "No, I h a ven't."
Jo: "Ah - you have too!
One, two." And on into the night.
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GIRLS' SPORTS

CAMPUS
V I S:t T l!!I R S

Soneone asked Marilyn McCluggage what she was going to
do after Pete and Madge both
got married. After a slight pause
she replied, "Just go on living, I
guess."

SEMCN~ AB~S

Following are the 10 leaders in
the high school f o r intramural
points. The winner will receive an
athletic jacket, and the next five
will be pre~ent~ letters:
1. Barbara Meek ............. ... 53
2. Mar<:ell Meurlll' ...... .. .... 52
3. -6...®reY ·McGuire ............ 47
4. Pat Mattox ......... ............. 4.3
5. LJoydene San<leu;on ... ... 40
6. Barabara Vanhooser .... 38
7. Sue r P riestly ..................... 34
8. Katherine Cone .......... .. 32
9. Geneva. Meurer ........ ...... 31
10. Martha S ue Black.wood..29

Cornell Brittain from Cord spent
the weekend on the campus. Cornell, now teaching at Cord, plans
to a ttend H arding next year. Mr.
and Mrs. Ordis Copeland and family, also from Cord, were on the
campus F riday.
--0-

Ca vol Lee Anderson, who is now
wor k ing at Keiser, and Jane Shelton, who is wo11lting at Blytheville, spent the w-eekend on the
cainpus. ·Both of them were freshmen of '47 l!lld were 1 mem~l'$ of
the Omega Phi social dub.

We were QJ.lite DlY$tei:ifjed to
see tb~ c.iu· of J)r. Kil®:re parked
on tbe campus last week. Dr. Kildare was here..--a.s we learned-in
connection with an .. investigation
with reseJU'ch on the disea.se commonly known as S_pringus-Temperatureus. It seerru; that Ha.rdi.ng has
Qee>ll viG.tim of an epidemic of
this EA.RE d,isease.

the DREAP dis_e a_se.
Symptoms of the fever were
said to be sudde.ll daisy eyes, apparent day dreaming and sudden
longing for tbe opposite sex. It is
supposed that the showing of such
unusual symptoms will be noted
iqunediately and appropriate precautions taken.
(Ed note: This Rebus was left
over from the April Fool copy.
It was used o n l y because of
Clark's insistance that there be no
waste of typewriter ribbon.)

T he noted Doc left a prescription in the office of Nurse Nitchell
for twelve gallons of sulfur and
molasses to be used in combatting

l

Rebus
B_y .Bobin

In the spring a young man's
fancyLightly turnsTo thpught,s pf Tenne~ee cornpone-And he for~~kes· his tri>ewriter
And heads fpr th~ bills.But not without taking at least
one precaution that Jam.es. (Gossip Column) Atkinson's head isn't
sticking out of his suitcase or intp his Iuncqpail.

Mrs. R. C. Norris from Plain
Dealing, Louisiana, arrived Thursday night to visit her daughter,
Jeanette.

-<rMarvin H owell, who was a senior in '47, was on the campus this
weekend. He is now teaching at
Truman and plans to attend Harding this summer.

-<>Mrs. Edna LaSauce.from Brook-

·w ·E STE R ~....
A U T O STORE
J. C. JAMES, JR., Mgr

lyn, New York, visited her cousip,
Al Goldman, from Wednesday
night t hroq.gh Friday.

, .................... . .

- ~ POP.ULAR PRICES

1I

•

WHITE. HO·USE
CAFE

Phone No. 36

E . D. WAKENJGHT
Electrical Appliances, Radios
Plumbing, Gas, Electrical

·- . .

~.

~-

lf

Work and Supplies

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

'.

"
I•

-

I•

..

A.N NOUNCEMENT
I•

•

TRUMAN BAKER

CHEVROLET COMPANY

•

I

...

•

Mr. M. McFadden. has purchased the Lammers

I•

•

Motor and changed the name to Searcy Motor

Sales and Service
200 East Race St.

•

~

I•

I~

~

T

Phones 212 - 303

•
I•

Dizzy Sims will be Manager
- 600-

Doctrinal Illustrations

Smith's Shoe
· Stere ·

Allen McFadden, Parts Manager

•

'

•

Stories from life that will make
your Sermon live.

,,

CLARK

BIBLES - BOOKS

,.

Charles an~ Wayne Drennan, Salesmen

Compiled by
THORTON--JACOBS-MUBCH

P A UL

•

.

TRACTS

.

I•

.

'
....

I•

Robert Williams, Mechanic

.

Harding
· College Inn

.

SERVICE DEP'ARTMENT

•

Jerry Bates, Mechanic

1

I'

Jess Smith, Body Department

.

.

I

.o It

•
•

'

t
1•

•
I•

Coconut -- Butterscotch Pineapple
·Homemade Pies
School Supplies
SANDWICHES-· DRINKS

COME AND RELAX

'
Now ·· Read in Bed

J

!

Ii

·.u"f:" _...-~.~)
~ -· '-.~ ..
MUS•c·•Ns1aVa1•1s-~oo
r-

.;''

·Across from Rendezvous

South Main Street

I

'

m

80015."'~JORE

I:

•

M. McFADDEN, Owner
I•

HUG·HES

.

KAISER- FRAZER DEALER

J

SEE THE NEW KLIP-ON
LIGHT.
PRICE $2.59

Searcy Motors
\

I•

....
~

-.

.

,, •
1•

Social lfA
Events
eJJi . ... . . . .. .
Mary Ruth Cooper.. .......

•

Society Editor

Engagements
JOHNSON - GANUS,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Johnson of
East Prairie, Mo., announce the
engagement of their daughter, E dith, to Melvin Gan4,'>, son of Mr.
and Mrs. W. E. Ganus of Waco,
Texas.
Edith, a junior, is majoring in
business administration and is a
member of the W. H . C. club.
Melvin, also a business major, is a
senior and a member of the SubT's.
The wedding has been planned
August.

for

JAMES - BURROW

.,.

Mr. and Mrs. Jesse R. James of
303 Madison street, Kennett, Mo.,
announce the engagement of their
daughter, Avis Marie, to James
Dennis Burrow, son of Mr. and
Mrs. J. D. Burrow, 303 East Washington, Kennett.
Miss James is a graduate of the
Kennett High School, class of '47.
She is now employed at the Dunklin County Welfare office in Kennett.
Mr.Burrow was also graduated
from Kennett High School in '47,
and is now enrolled as a freshman in Harding.
Plans for the wedding will be
announced later.

Mohicans Take
Dates On Outing
To Tahkodah
The :Mohicans and their dates
left the campus at 5:00 Monday
morning for an all-day outing at
Camp Tahkodah. Upon arrival at
the camp, breakfast of eggs, hot
cakes, maple syrup and butter,
milk and coffee was served.
After breakfast the group participated in boating, hiking and
games of various kinds.
Lunch of deluxe hamburgers,

Welcome to
VANITY BOX
·BEAUTY SHOP

baked potatoes, bl&ck-eye peas,
bananas, appl~ milk, and cokes
was served after an active mornil\&' in the outdoQrs.
Following lunch, boating, exploring the country-side filled the
afternoon.
The group returned to the campus for supper in the dining hall.
The Mahicans and their guests
included: David Broaddus, Ruth
Wills; Jardine McKerlie, Maxine
Richesin; Edwin Stubblefield, Millie Chambers; Murray Warren;
Sammy Gardner; Gerald Long,
Jean Lawsen; Ruben Morton, Billy Beth Hill.
Bill Williams, Marjorie Groover;
George Snure, Charles Draper,
Mary Ruth Cooper; Zane Bradford, Dolores Brewer; Herman
Johns.on, Betty Cureipn; Charles
Daughtery; Wayne Johnson, Dorothy Welch; Victor Broaddus, Mae
Webb; Bill See and Sue Hogg.
Pinky Berryhill was sponsor of
the group.

LHappy Birthday!
J odeen Bergeron .... ... .. ... April 13
Wayne Johnson ...... ......... April 13
George Snure ............. .... April 14
James Roberfs ............ ... April 14
Prem Das Dharni ......... ... April 14
Edward Sewell ... .. ..... ...... April 14
Nancy Walker ................ April 15
Rodney Wald .. .......... ........ April 17
Ernest Sexton ........ .. ...... April 17
Harvey Dowell ... ............. April 17
Charlene Do<td .................... April 17
Clarence Crutcher ........... . April 18
William Dillenger . ...... . ... April 19
Fung Seen Wong ............ April 19
Don Engle . .. .. .. .. .... ........... April 19
Oliver Smith .......... .. .. .... .. April 20
Mary E. Merritt ...... ...... April 20
Estel McCluggage .. .... ...... April 20
Dean Ashcraft .......... .... .. April 20
Cotton McCullouggh ~. .. .... April ·20
Link Spears .......... ... ....... April 21

W.H.C. Social Club

relay was held with two teams involving all pre!ient.

.f folds Traditional
"Country Supper"

Other entertainment included a
"pillow fight" between R o g e r
Hawley and Marvin Brooker, a
musical reading by Jo Connell, a
reading by Betty and Gena Ches
shir, and songs by Wayne Johnson. Wayne accompanied himself
on the guitar then played while
group singing ended the evening's
festivities.
'

Upholding tradition, the W. H.
C. social club held their annual

"Coup try Supper" at the Joe.a l Legion Hut, Thurs.day evening, April
8. Le,aving Pattie Cobq reception
room at six o' clock, the W. H. C.'s
and their dates walked to the Hut
where the table w a s already
spread for the traditional meal of
fried chick~n.
Following a welcome given by
Jo Connell, the invocation was
worded by Jimmy Keown.

The long tables were arranged
in "L" shape in front of the fire
place hol~ the WHC clover leaf
club emblem. Ears of dry corn
were scattered on the lantern lit
tables hol~ the supper of fried
chicken, potato salad; slaw, English peas, green onions, carrot
strips, ra.disJ:ies, celery, hot rolls
and butter, buttermilk and sweet
milk, and apple pie and ice cream.
The meal was served family stlye.
In Ute middle .of the floor was a
full-sized dununy dressed to depict a lazy farmer standing on hay
with a pitch fork to lean / m.

PHONE 344

W . H. C.'s and their guests were
Jo Connell and Jimmy Keown,
F'ung Seen Wong and Jack Webb,
Mildred Green and Joe Sheffield,
Edtth Johnson and Melvin Ganus,
Neva Jim Chesshir and Bill Handy, Gena Dell Chesshir and· Marvin Brooker, Betty Chesshir and
Harold Wilson, Eloise Farmer and
Roger Hawley,
Lynn Hefton and P. M. Logue,
Katherine Williams and Charles
Bowles, Nadine Young and Joe
Lemmons, Jo Ann Anderson and
Billy Smith, Mildred Horn and
Hugh Groover, Pauline Williams
and Dick Smith, Velma Davis and
Guthrie Dean, Dorothy Welsh and
Wayne Johnson, Bula Moudy and
Alvin Moudy, Miriam Larsen and
·Les McCartney, Sue Itogg and
Douglas Lawyer, Janice Baker

After supper the groqp pu~ their
c;1a!r<; in a circle to .{>lay "ZipZap," "Dollar, Dollar, Thou Hast
Wandered," and "An atom y."
Chairs were then abandoned to
play "M~sical Arms." A cracker

Welcome, Harding Students, To

Bradley Bl Cato Barber Shop
-A shop 1bt11 1N8.s to b11 ChnslitmWest Market Street
Bradle>:
Cato

Phone 449

DR. F. I. GOSNELL

120 W. Race St.

Your Patronage Highly Appreciated
S. A. Coffey - 0. A. West
W. E. Walls

ALLOUR ·

Searcy,

-:-

-Glasses Fitted
--<>--

Searcy, Arkansas
Phone 373

PARKWAY CLEANERS
QUALITY
407 South Main

FURNITURE

FREEMAN AND FORTUNE

SHOES

JI

' I'

STORE

CLEANERS
Phone 78

Searcy

Phone 539

WELCOME TO -

·

Allen's Quality Bak_
ery

i

KROH '
LADIES'

WELCOME

-at-

The Ideal Shop

•

ROBERSON'S
RENDEZVOUS
CAFE
& BUS STATION

.

.-

s

APPAREL

Robertson's Drug Stote
---oOo>-----

-GIFTSMEN'S

1215 E. Race St.

110 E. Vine

Eyes Tested-

SAFEWAY

Building Materials
Phone 446

Arkansas

Phone No. 374

~

ARE EFFECTIVE

Through Monday

Phone 364

Laura Hoofman

LICENSED
OPTOMBTRIST

SPECIALS

WOOD-FREEMAN
LUMBER CO.

Furniture. Store

-0--

JEWELER

JAMES L. FIGG

I,

Week End

HERE TO SERVB-

1------------------

For The Finest
MERCHANDISE

BLOOMING •PLANTS

Phone 76

DELUXE
BARBER SHOP

211 W. Arch St. Searcy

QUATTLEBAUM
BR'OTHERS

C. J. FANSLER

ALWAYS

106 Main Street

-0---

CUT FLOWERS

Electrical Appliances

Porter Rodgers Hospital

Phone 59

See Us For New and Used

CORSAGES

J. D. Phillips & Son

DENTIST

WATCH REPAIRING

OKLAHOMA
TIRE AND SUPPLY CO.

On Monday morning at 7 :25 the
Alpha Phi Kappa and their •dates
went by college bus ·t o Red Bluff
for an all-daY. outing. .
Garnes and exploring afforded
entertainment for the day.
Hamburgers, potato chips, pickles, olives, French fries, cookies,
ice cream and cold drinks were
served to the hungry group following the morning's activities.
Alpha Phi Kappa's and thei~

Billy Aven and J odeen Bergeron, Paul Wisenbaker and Margaret Clampitt, Alvin Moudy and Barbara Jean Waters, Winston Gower and Joyce Rowden, Jack Gaskin and Nedra Jo Olbright, Kelly
Doyle and Malva Lou Falk, Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Baggett, and
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Rhodes.

"Home of Good Eats"

FIRESTONE
STORE

CARTHEL ANGEL
Owner

Alpha Phi Kappa's
Have Day Outing
At Red Bluff

dates were Eddie Baggett and
Jeanette Norris, Al Morris and
Phyllis Foresee, Hugh Mingle and
Catherine Stubblefield, Bob Lane
and Peggy Deaver, Junior Fowler
and Ann Moorer, Ralph Mapsell
and Johnny Nell Ray, Brodie
Crouch and Fung Seen Wong,
Howard See and Roberta Cohea,

'I

Nannie Lee Shoffner
Margaret Bevill

NED'S JEWELRY

PARK VIEW
SERVICE STATION '

and Paul Clark.
Special guests of the club were
Mrs. J. N. Armstrong and Annie
May Alston.
Dr. and Mrs. F. W. Mattox sponsored the group.

FLORIST

Mayfair

MODERN BEAUIY SHOP

l

l------l
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-DRUGS-

-ANTIQUES-

We are indeed grateful for having
Harding College in Searcy.
Remember the Rendezvous was
Built for you.
"WE WILL BE HAPPY TO SERVE
YOUR PARTIES"
PHONE 223

BABDING COLLEGE BISON, SEARCY, ARKANSAS
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Cards Take First
Win From Yanks
As Mowrer Fans 16
The Cards, piloted by M a x
Mowrer, staged a last inning rally'
briging in three runs to overpower
the mighty Yanks 8-5 last Thursday afternoon. The Cards were
still smarting from a 12-0 defeat
suffered at the hands of the Reds
the previous Monday afternoon
and were strictly out for a win.
Mowrer was in top form as he
retired J..6 men at the plate and
gave up only four hits for the entire afternoon. Wayne Johnson
started for the Yanks but after
an unsuccessful 11-3 innings turned it over to Gary Thomason who
gave up 11 hits and struck out
three men.
Allwyn Hart led the Card hitting agenda by getting three hits
for five times at bat; however,
the hitting was pretty evenly distributed among the Cards with
several getting nice hits. Billingsly led the Yanks by getting an
even hit for one time at the plate.
Arvel Wall and A. Hart led in
runs batted in by bring in two
each.
Pos. ab r h e
Cards
lb 3 1 1 0
L. Word
2b 1 0 0 0
Groover
rf 1 1 0 1
Pledger
2b 5 0 3 1
A. Hart
p 5 2 2 0
M. Mowrer
c 4 0 1 1
O'Neal
Vaughn
SS 3 1 0 0
cf 2 0 0 0
B. Wells
cf 2 0 1 0
D. Lawyer
SS 2 r 1 o
Perrin
3b 1 0 0 0
T. Farmer
If 4 1 2 0
Holcomb
rf 1 1 0 0
Showalter
34 8 11 3
Total

in hitting by collecting a single.
double and a triple for his five
trips to the plate . . Westerfield led
the losers by picking up two singles for four times at bat. McCullough likewise led on runs batted
in as ~e boosted three men around
the bases.

The Browns, behind the consistent pitching a r m of "Lefty"
Wright breezed past the Reds last
Tuesday afternoon by a 7 -4 score.
Daugherty was on the mound
for the losers and did an exceptional job to have had a bad hand.
Wright had .13 strike outs to his
credit while Daugherty had five;
both gave up 10 hits for the day.
Jimmy Atkinson and Marlton
Harison led the Reds in their hitting with Harison pounding two
doubles an d Atkinson collecting
two .singles out of three times at
bat.
The Brown hitting was spearheaded by Arv Edwards who collected a single and a double for
his three times at bat.
The Browns took an early lead
in the game and held it all the
way although the fourth inning
found the Reds swatting out four
hits and running in three men,
which brought them to within
two runs of the Browns. The
Browns put the game on ice by
running in another :;;core the next
inning and restricting the Reds'
scoring thereafter.
The Browns' victory over the
Reds left both teams with one win
and one loss to their credi~.
Browns
Pos. ab r h e
Beck
lb 4 O 1 0
Bullington
c 3 2 1 0
Draper
2b 2 1 1 0
Harris
2b 2 0 1 0
Summitt
3b 3 1 1 1
Edwards
cf 3 1 2 0
Breckenridge
rf 3 1 O 0
Campbell
rf 0 0 0 0
Fowler
ss 3 0 1 0
Wilkerson
if 3 0 1 1
Wright
p 3 1 1 0
Total
29 7 10 2

Chicks Hit Hard,
Beat Millers 20-5
The Chicks of the minor league
pulled down their second straight
win of the season by defeating
the Millers 20-5 in a rather onesided game.
Barnes tossed for the Chicks
and did a nice job of it. allowing
only five hits and striking out 14
men. Edwards and N orfire hurled
for the losers and between them
allowed 12 hits and fanned nine
men.
McCullough of the Chicks led

Dentist

X-RAYS

Charles Draper

-

("Bison Sports" is written this week by Jack Harris. Jack
is a junior and a member of the Bison Sports Staff from Jonesboro, Arkansas. -Draper)

L Wright Pitches
Browns Past Reds .
For 74 Victory

Pos. ab r h e
Yanks
cf 4 0 0 0
H. Hart
rf 3 0 0 0
Tillman
If 1 1 1 1
Billingsly
SS 2 0 0 0
Starling
3b 3 1 1 1
Thomason
c 2 2 0 0
Moore
p 2 1 1 1
W. Johnson
2b 3 0 0 0
Ward
lb 2 0 1 0
Wall
2b 2 0 0 0
Ligon
lf 1 0 0 0
Porter
25 5 4 3
Total
Sumary- Runs batted in: Ward,
A. Hart 2, M. Mowrer, O'Neal,
Vaughn, Perrin, Moore, W. Johnson, Wall 2; strikeouts: Mowrer
16, Thomason 3; base on balls: ·
Johnson 2, Thomason 3; 2-base
hits: O'Neal, Perrin; left on base:
Cards 12.

DR. R. W. TOLER

-

BISON
SPORTS
By

This week finds the baseball picture taking precedence
over evecything as every afternoon throughout the week the
field is overflowing with sturdy athletes swatting out the old
apple or loosening up their pitching arm in preparation for
future games.
It's still too early for a Bison
sports writer to make predictions
but already some of the teams are
showing championship form as is
pretty evident in Max Mowrer's
16 strikeouts against the Yanks.
With mediocre luck and lots of
pluck, it looks as if it might be
the Cards who will take the pennant this year although plenty
of fight may be expected from
the rest of the teams.

considerate of the other fellow and
his feelings and lend a hand of en-

couragement when he makes a
mistake, even though it might
cause the loss of the game.
•

The next major event on the agenda for the year will be track
and field and will probably be
held in the early part of May.
The time will depend largely on
weather conditions other things
being equal. The present survey
of material and talent reveals the
main contenders for the title will
be the Sophomores and the Juniors. If the equipment, i.e., hurdl~, etc., is provided, the Juniors
are planning a preliminary dual
meet with t he Sophomores in
preparation for track and field
day.
The season is rapidly drawing
to a close and the race for points
is becoming more heated every
day as there is yet five remaining
events in which to obtain points
for a jacket. The remaining sports
to be played are horse shoes and
tennis doubles, baseball, track and
field, and the swimming meet to
be held in the near future.
Glenn Farmer and Joe Barton
are displaying exceptionally good
form in tossing Dobbin's shoes around the peg and are expected to
give last year's winners, Brodie
Crouch and Claude Lewis some
real competition.
The big question mark now entrenched in every one's mind is
the approaching swimming meet
to be held in the next few weeks.
Pos. ab r h e As the swimming meet has been
Reds
SS 4
Sanford
O O 1 discontinued since 1941 the talent
If 4
Simpson
O 2 O possesed by individuals and the
lb 3 0 O O degree of competition to be exCorn
3b 4 O 1 2 pected from the different classes
J. Wells
c 4 1 2 1
J. Lawyer
is wholly unknown.
p 4
Daugherty
0 0 1
The teams in baseball are to be
2b 3 1 2 0 highly commended for the good
Atkinson
rf 2 1 1 · O sportsmanship manifested thus far
Wilson
cf 3 1 2 O in their games and above all, let's
Harrison
31 4 lO 5 keep it that way. Let's likewise be
Total
Summary-Runs batted in: Atkinson, Wilson, Harrison, Wilkerson, Draper, Beck, Swnmitt, Edwards; 2-base hits: Harrison 2, J.
STOTTS
Lawyer, Edwards, Fowler; strikeouts: Wright 13, Daugherty 5;
DRUGSTORE
base on balls: Wright 1; left on
base: Reds 5, Browns 3; Umpires:
. D. Lawyer, Curtis.

--0-

A lllNT TO THE WISE IS
SUFFICIENT: Fellows, it's almost impossible to hit a curve
ball when you jump out of the batter's box every time the ball
starts toward you. It'll break
sooner or later and what if it
doesn't (nice looking nurse5 down
at the infirmary, good food, breakfast in bed) you'll always get a
base on balls and it might prove
to be the winning run. Therefore
if you would like to increase your
batting average in one lazy lesson
then learn to stand up to it and
swat it out of the park. HEROES
ARE MADE, NOT BORN.
--()-

FLASH! The New York Yankees have promised to award a
5-year contract to a n y player
knocking a home run on the tennis court. No questions will be
asked and no birth certificate required. P. S. Brooklyn fans
automaticalls ineligible.
--0-

WANTED: One man who does
the mile in less than four minutes. Free trip to the Olympics
will be awarded with all expenses
paid.

APRIL 13, 1948

Corn Pitches No. I
Shutout As Reds
Down Cards 12-0
"Lefty" Byron Corn pitched the
first shutout of the season to give
the Reds a 12-0 win over the
Cards Monday afternoon. Corn
allowed only five hits and struck
out nine. Bill Wells pitched good
ball for the Cards but was .hampered · by 11 bobbles and slow
fielding by his team mates.
The Reds started the scoring in
the second inning with one tally
and added four more in the next
inning on three hits and a couple
of errors. In the sixth, the Card
defense collapsed as the Reds
scored four unearned runs on four
Card miscues.
Pos.ab r h e
Reds
2b 4 2 0 1
Sanford
lf. 5 2 2 0
Simpson
. p. 5 ·1 2 0
Corn
J. Wells
SS 3 2 0 0
Daugherty
c 4 2 2 0
J. Lawyer
lb 4 1 2 1
cf 4 1 1 0
Harrison
3b 4 0 1 3
Atkinson
Wilson .
rf 4 1 2 0
Total
37 12 12 5
Oa.rds
Pos. ab r h e
Groover
2b 4 0 1 1
rf 2 0 0 1
D. Lawyer
Pledger
rf 1 0 0 1
A. Hart
lb 3 0 0 1
B. Wells
p 3 0 1 1
O'Neal
c 3 0 0 1
Vaughn
ss 1 0 0 2
Perrin
If 3 0 1 1
T. Farmer
3b 3 0 1 1
L. Word
cf 3 0 1 1
Total
26 0 5 11
Summary-Runs batted in: J .
Lawyer 3, Corn 2, Daugherty; 2base hits, Corn; base on balls:
Corn 1, Wells 1; strikeouts: Corn
9, Wells 7; Umpires: Moore, Lemmons, and Kamp.
Reds
0140430
Cards
0000000

STANDINGS
Team
Giants
Yanks

MAJOR LEAGUE
w L
1
0

1

1

Pct.
1.000
.500

1
1
1

1
.500
1
.500
Browns
1
.500
Cards
1
0
.000
Tigers
Games last weekReds 12, Cards 0.
Browns 7, Reds 4.
Cards 8, Yanks 5.
Games next weekReds vs. Yanks (Tuesday)
Tigers vs. Browns (Thw-sday)
Cards vs. Giants (Saturday)

Reds

MINOR LEAGUE

w L Pct.
Team
2
0
1.000
Chicks
1
0
1.000
Blues
1
.000
0
Barons
2
.000
0
Millers
Games last weekChicks 20, Millers 5.
Games next weekBlues vs. Chicks (Wednesday)
Barons vs. Millers (Friday)
BATTING LEADERS
av.
ab h
.667
Wall, Yanks
6 4
.500
6
3
Wilson, Reds
.500
J. Lawyer, Reds
8 4
.444
Simpson, Reds
9
4
.429
Atkinson, Reds
7
3
.429
Harrison,· Reds
7 3
Doubles: Harrison, Reds, 2.
Triples: Eckstein, Tigers 1.
Runs batted in: Walls, Yanks, 6.
Runs scored: Moore, Yanks, 4.
Pitching: G. Mowrer, Giants;
M. Mowrer, Cards 1-0.

N arne - Team

Roberts
Barber Shop
HAIRCUT 50c
SHAVE 35c

--0-

well,

how cio you like our new
bl~chers that were erected two
weeks ago? They really do add to
the looks of the old place.

Compliments
SANITARY
MARKET

Compliments of -

White County
Equipment Company

PARK AVENUE

GROCERY
HANDY - HEI .PFUL

.Snomdenf
Variety

.- - - o Jus• off the Campus

Hall's
Barber Shop
103 W. MARKET
Townsend-Head-Hall

Angel Auto Co.
Chrysler and Plymouth

K. C. Steaks ·.. Roasts ·· Chops
Fresh Fruits -- Vegetables
Ice Cream

White House ·Grocery and Market

Sales and Service

PRESCRlPTIONS

SMITH-VAUGHAN
MERCANTILE
COMPANY
-0-

White County's Fastest
Growing Store

OUR FIXED PRICES ARE - - ·
1 Passenger . . .. .........25c
3 Passengers .............50c
2 Passengers .............85c
4 Passengers .............60c
5 Passengers .............75c
- - - 24-HOUR TAXI SERVICE - - -

CITY CAB COMPANY
- - - "WE ARE INSURED" - - PHONE 586
MR. & MRS. O. G. JONES

SEARCY, ARK.
PHONE 33

M.

M.

GARRISON

OPTOMETRIST AND JEWELER
Phone 22 5
Comer Spruce & Race Sts.
SEARCY, ARKANSAS

We Just Received a New Shipment of
MEN'S AND LADIES' TENNIS OXFORDS
TENNIS EQUIPMENT OF ALL KINDS
ALSO BASEBALL GLOVES, HOSE, ETC.

B'ERRYHILL'S
SPORTING

GOODS

Welcome - - Harding
Students and F acuity
OUR FACILITIES ARE AT
YOUR SERVICE

Searcy
FrOzen Foods
507 South Main
Phone 1095

•

;

